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Good afternoon, everyone, my name is Yang Zhang and I am a PhD student from huazhong university of science and technology. It is my great honor to present our work titled Tiered-ReRAM: A Low Latency and Energy Efficient TLC Crossbar ReRAM Architecture.
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This is my talk's outline today. First, we introduce the background of TLC crossbar ReRAM



• TLC crossbar ReRAM (Resistive Random Access Memory) is
promising to be used as high density storage-class memory

• Advantages
• Extremely high density
• High scalability
• Low standby power
• Non-volatility

• Disadvantages
• High write latency and energy
• IR drop issue
• Iterative program-and-verify procedure

Background
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Presentation Notes
Resistive Random Access Memory is promising to be used as high density storage-class memory by using Triple-Level Cell and crossbar structures. And it may replace a significant portion of DRAM in future computer systems. TLC crossbar ReRAM has many advantages over DRAM, such as extremely high density, high scalability, low standby power and non-volatility. However, it suffers from high write latency and energy due to the IR drop issue and iterative program-and-verify procedure.



ReRAM Cell Structure
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Cell structure
•Sandwiched
•SLC ReRAM

•HRS(High Resistance State)->0, LRS(Low Resistance State)->1
•RESET (1->0), SET(0->1), RESET latency >> SET latency

•TLC ReRAM
•Large resistance differences between HRS and LRS (Ratio can exceed 1000)
•Store three bits into a single cell

TLC resistance distribution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ReRAM cell has a simple structure, consisting of a metal-oxide layer sandwiched between two electrode layers. The state of a ReRAM cell is represented by its resistance value. For a SLC cell, the high resistance state (HRS) and low resistance state (LRS) are used to represent logic zero and logic one, respectively. The switching from one to zero is called a RESET operation and the opposite switching is called a SET operation. And the RESET latency is much higher than SET latency. The RESET operation is the performance bottleneck for SLC ReRAM. Due to large resistance differences between HRS and LRS, ReRAM has the TLC feature to divide the wide range resistance into eight levels for storing three bits into a single cell. Compared to SLC ReRAM, TLC ReRAM can offer much higher data density.



ReRAM Array Structure
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0T1R crossbar 1S1R crossbar

• Crossbar 
 Smallest planar cell size (4F2)
 Better scalability
 Lower fabrication cost

1S1R crossbar structure is more suitable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considering the lower fabrication cost and better scalability, the commonly used ReRAM array structure is crossbar. In crossbar structure, all cells are interconnected to each other without access transistors. It can achieve the smallest planar cell size. Based on whether integrating a dedicated selector into each cell, crossbar structure can be classified into one-S-one-R and zero-T-one-R structures. Compared to zero-T-one-R crossbar, one-S-one-R crossbar can achieve the same cell size with higher nonlinearity and smaller sneak currents, which enables the fabrication of large crossbar arrays. Therefore, the one-S-one-R crossbar structure is more suitable to construct high desity storage classs memory. In our work, we select the one-S-one-R crossbar ReRAM as the baseline.



IR Drop Issue
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• Sneak currents and wire resistance lead to IR drop issue
Significantly increase the RESET latency
97% of the total energy is dissipated by the sneak currents of LRS half-selected 

cells [Lastras et al'HPCA16]

RESET operation in 1S1R crossbar array

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the write operation, the target cell is applied with full voltage, referred to as full-selected cell. Other cells on the selected wordline and bitlines are referred to as half-selected cells. The currents flowing through half-selected cells are referred to as sneak currents. The sneak currents and wire resistance lead to IR drop issue, which reduces the voltage drop of the target cell and significantly increases the RESET latency. Worse still, the IR drop issue leads to high leakage energy. Recent study has demonstrated that in a 100 rows and 100 columns crossbar array, about 97% of the total energy is dissipated by the sneak currents of LRS half-selected cells.



Iterative Program-and-Verify Procedure
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• Program-and-verify (P&V) is commonly used for TLC ReRAM programming
• Result in high write latency and energy
• TLC writes with VRESET (e.g., 000) lead to higher latency/energy

Iterations, Latency and Energy of programming TLC states

High write latency and energy have become the greatest design concerns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, program-and-verify is commonly used for TLC ReRAM programming. The P&V programming can either start from a SET or RESET operation, followed by series of smaller VRESET or ISET pulses. Each VRESET or ISET is followed by a read operation to verify the state of the cell. The iterative P&V procedure results in high write latency and energy. The number of P&V iterations is highly dependent on the written data. Programming some states in the middle requires more iterations, resulting in high write latency and energy. On the other hand, TLC writes with VRESET lead to higher latency and energy because the RESET operation is more sensitive to the IR drop issue. The high write latency and energy have become the greatest design concerns in TLC crossbar ReRAM-based memory systems. 
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In this section, the related work and motivation will be presented.



• Double-Sided Ground Biasing (DSGB) [Xu et al'HPCA15]
Significantly mitigate the IR drops along wordline
Long length bitlines still result in large IR drops along bitlines

• Incomplete Data Mapping (IDM) [Niu et al'ICCD13]
Eliminate certain high-latency and high-energy states of TLC ReRAM
Sacrifice the capacity of TLC ReRAM

• 0-Dominated Flip Scheme (0-DFS) [Zhang et al'TACO18]
Increase the number of high resistance cells (“0” MSB) in crossbar arrays
Reduce the leakage energy
Flip flag bits also sacrifice the capacity of TLC ReRAM

Related Work
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DSGB is a state-of-the-art ReRAM array design. By applying another ground on the other side of the selected wordline, DSGB significantly mitigates the IR drops along wordlines. However, the magnitude of IR drops depends of both wordlines and bitlines. Due to the long length and large wire resistance of bitlines, the IR drops along bitlines are still large, resulting in significant performance degradation and energy waste. In addition, IDM((p,q),r) uses q states out of a p-state cell to encode, where q is smaller than p. Then r q-state cells are converted into k binary digits. IDM can reduce the write latency and energy of TLC ReRAM by eliminating certain high-latency and high-energy states of TLC ReRAM. But it sacrifices the capacity. zero-DFS is another data encoding method to increase the number of high resistance cells in crossbar arrays and reduce the leakage energy by flipping the written data with the additional flip flag bits. But its flip flag bits also sacrifice the capacity of TLC ReRAM. Both IDM and zero-DFS are limited by the space overhead.



Key Observations 
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• Compression techniques can be used to save the storage space
• Frequent Pattern Compression (FPC)
• Saved space of a cache line (eight 64-bit words) may range from 0 to 488 bits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we all know, compression techniques are commonly used to save the storage space. We evaluate FPC technique due to its high performance and low overhead. FPC can compress seven kinds of data patterns, as shown in this table. With FPC, a 64-bit word can be compressed to 3, 11, 19 or 35bits, and thus the corresponding storage space can be saved. For a cache line composed of eight 64-bit words, the saved space of the cache line may range from 0 to 488 bits.



Key Observations 

• The compressed cache line sizes vary greatly
• Some cache lines can be compressed to smaller than one word
• While some cache lines have more than seven words after compression

Distribution of compressed cache line sizes
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To show the distribution of compressed cache line sizes, we implement FPC for the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks in our architectural simulator. As we can see in this figure, the compressed cache line sizes vary greatly. Some cache lines can be compressed to smaller than one word and more than seven words storage space can be saved. While some cache lines have more than seven words after compression, and the saved space is less than one word.



Key Observations 

• Different IDMs have different tradeoffs in space overhead and write 
latency/energy

• The IDM that eliminates more states to encode can sacrifice more capacity 
for more write latency/energy reduction

12
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On the other hand, we observe that different IDMs have different tradeoffs in space overhead and write latency and energy. The IDM that eliminates more states to encode can sacrifice more capacity for more write latency and energy reduction. The figure is an example to show the tradeoffs in different IDMs. We assume there are twenty-four binary bits to write. When using the complete data mapping, only eight TLC cells are required and the write latency and energy is very high. When applying the IDM((8,4),1) encoding, four latency and energy critical states are eliminated and twelve TLC cells are required. When employing the IDM((8,2),1) encoding, only two low latency and energy states are used and twenty-four TLC cells are needed. Compared to IDM((8,4),1), IDM((8,2),1) consumes more capacity, but achieves more write latency and energy reduction. 



Key Observations 
• Flip scheme can increase the number of “0” MSBs to reduce the  

sneak currents and leakage energy
• 0-Dominated Flip scheme (0-DFS)

• Different word-size 0-DFSs have different tradeoffs in effects and 
space overhead

• The 0-DFS that uses smaller word size can achieve more ‘0’ MSBs with higher 
space overhead

Our idea: Subtly combine the compression technique with IDM 
and flip scheme

13
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In addition, flip scheme can increase the number of zero MSBs to reduce the  sneak currents and leakage energy accoring to OM's law. We evaluate zero-DFS due to its effectiveness and low implementation overhead. We also observe that different word-size zero-DFSs have different tradeoffs in effects and space overhead. The word-size of zero-DFS can be 2-bit, 4-bit, 8-bit or 16-bit. The smaller word-size 0-DFS can optimize more data patterns. So the zero-DFS that uses smaller word size can achieve more zero MSBs with higher space overhead. Our idea is to subtly combine the compression technique with IDM and flip scheme to reduce the write latency and energy of TLC crossbar ReRAM with insignificant space overhead.
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In this section, more design details will be provided.



Tiered-ReRAM Architecture
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• Propose Tiered-ReRAM to reduce 
the write latency and energy of TLC 
crossbar ReRAM

• Three components
• Tiered-crossbar design
• Compression-based IDM (CIDM)
• Compression-based Flip Scheme (CFS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We propose Tiered-ReRAM architecture to reduce the write latency and energy of TLC crossbar ReRAM. The Figure shows the overview of the proposed design. Tiered-ReRAM consists of three components. The first one is Tiered-crossbar design, which is performed at the ReRAM array level and aims to optimize the IR drops along bitlines based on DSGB design. The second one is  Compression-based IDM. CIDM is implemented in the ReRAM controller as Path 1, which combines the compression technique with IDM to further reduce the write latency and energy with insignificant space overhead. The third one is Compression-based Flip Scheme. CFS is performed in the ReRAM controller as Path 2, which combines the compression technique with flip scheme to reduce the leakage energy with insignificant space overhead.



Tiered-crossbar Design

• Tiered-crossbar splits each long bitline into two shorter segments using an isolation 
transistor : near segment and far segment

• To access a ReRAM cell in the near segment (Turn off isolation transistor)
• To access a ReRAM cell in the far segment (Turn on isolation transistor)
• Decrease the additional transistors by 90.9% compared to Latency Opt.

Comparison among different crossbar designs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we introduce the Tiered-crossbar design.  As shown in Figure (a), The magnitude of IR drops is primarily determined by the long length of bitlines in DSGB crossbar arrays. And as shown in Figure (b), Shorter bitlines have the smaller wire resistance and IR drops, resulting in decreased write latency and energy, but require lots of write drivers and sense amplifiers  for a given ReRAM capacity. Based on DSGB design, Tiered-crossbar splits each long bitline into two shorter segments using an isolation transistor, namely near segment and far segment, as shown in Figure (c). To access a ReRAM cell in the near segment, the isolation transistor on the selected bitline is turned off, so that only the bitline in the near segment incurs IR drops. Therefore, cells in the near segment have smaller IR drops and lower write latency and energy. To access a cell in the far segment, the isolation transistor on the selected bitline is turned on. In this case, the entire length of the bitline is connected to the WD and SA, similar to DSGB design. Compared to the latency optimized crossbar array, Tiered-crossbar array can decrease the additional transistors by 90.9%.



Tiered-crossbar Design
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• Compared to the far segments, the near segments can achieve 60% write 
latency reduction and 58% write energy reduction (Near:Far = 1:3)

• Remaps hot data to the near segments and cold data to the far segments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Tiered-crossbar design, the capacity ratio of the near segments to the far segments is one third. To show the effectiveness of Tiered-crossbar design, we build a detailed circuit model for TLC crossbar array. The results show that compared to the far segments, the near segments can achieve 60% write latency reduction and 58% write energy reduction. In addition, similar to many prior works, Tiered-crossbar design also remaps hot data to the near segments and cold data to the far segments, which significantly improves the access performance.



Compression-based IDM (CIDM)
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The Most Appropriate IDM

• Dynamically select the most appropriate IDM for each cache  line 
according to the saved space by compression

• Implement CIDM in performance-sensitive near segments
• Further reduce the write latency/energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we introduce CIDM. For each compressed cacheline, there exists the most appropriate IDM according to the saved space by compression, as shown in Table. CIDM dynamically selects the most appropriate IDM for each cache line according to the saved space by compression. For each cache line, the IDM is applied on the condition that total encoded data size will never exceed the original cache line size. Considering that hot data in the near segments of Tiered-crossbar arrays are sensitive to the access performance, we implement CIDM in the near segments to further reduce the write latency/energy.



CIDM Encoder
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When the near segments receive a write request from the processor, the CIDM encoder works. First, the incoming cache line is passed through FPC logic to attempt data compression. The 8-bit compression flag is set to denote whether each word is compressed or not. Then the total saved space of the eight words is calculated. According to the total saved space, the compressed cache line is encoded with the most appropriate IDM. The uncompressible cache lines are directly sent to the write circuit without the compression and IDM encoding.



CIDM Decoder
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When the near segments receive a read request from the processor, the CIDM decoder works. The 512-bit cache line with the corresponding IDM flag and compression flag is first read out. Then the cache line is decoded according to the IDM flag. After that, the decoded cache line is decompressed word by word according to the compression flag and the prefix of each word.



Compression-based Flip Scheme (CFS)
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The Most Appropriate 0-DFS

• Dynamically select the most appropriate 0-DFS for each cache  line 
according to the saved space by compression

• Implement CFS in performance-insensitive far segments
• Reduce the sneak currents and leakage energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to CIDM,  CFS dynamically selects the most appropriate zero-DFS for each cache line according to the saved space by compression. CFS writes more high resistance cells and slightly increases the write latency. Considering that cold data in the far segments are not sensitive to the access performance, we implement CFS in the far segments to reduce the sneak currents and leakage energy.



CFS Encoder
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When the far segments receive a write request from the processor, the CFS encoder works. First, the incoming cache line is passed through FPC logic to attempt data compression. Then the total saved space of the eight words is calculated and the MSBs of the compressed data is read out. After that, according to the total saved space, the compressed cache line is encoded with the most appropriate zero-DFS. For the sake of decoding, the flip flag bits are stored at the end of the cache line.The uncompressible cache lines are directly sent to the write circuit without the compression and zero-DFS encoding.



CFS Decoder
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When the far segments receive a read request from the processor, the CFS decoder works. First, the 512-bit cache line with the corresponding zero-DFS flag and compression flag is read out. Then the cache line is decoded according to the zero-DFS flag and the flip flag bits. After that, the decoded cache line is decompressed word by word according to the compression flag and the prefix of each word.
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In this section, we evaluate our design.



• Circuit level
• Latency/energy parameters from our 

ReRAM circuit model and NVsim

• Architecture level
• Gem5+NVMain
• SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks

• Compared schemes
• baseline: DSGB[Xu et al'HPCA15]+IDM((8,6),2)[Niu et al'ICCD13]
• Tiered-crossbar: Apply the Tiered-crossbar design
• CIDM: Apply CIDM in the whole crossbar array based on Tiered-crossbar
• Tiered-ReRAM: Apply CIDM in the near segments and CFS in the far segments 

based on Tiered-crossbar

Experimental Methodologies
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At the circuit level, we get the latency and energy parameters from our ReRAM circuit model and NVsim. Then we add these parameters to our architectural simulator that is composed of GEM5 with the integration of NVMain. We select benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006 with reference input size. The compared schemes are listed as follows. We combine DSGB design with IDM((8,6),2) as an aggressive baseline. 



Simulation Results 
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• Improve IPC by 30.6% compared to baseline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the average IPC speedup of different design configurations with the results normalized to baseline. The results show that Tiered-ReRAM can improve IPC by 30.6% on average. Compared to Tiered-ReRAM, CIDM achieve more IPC improvements because the CFS in Tiered-ReRAM slightly increases the memory access latency.



Simulation Results 
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• Reduce write latency by 35.2% compared to baseline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With Tiered-crossbar design and CIDM technique, Tiered-ReRAM can reduce write latency by 35.2% on average compared to baseline.



Simulation Results 
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• Reduce read latency by 26.1% compared to baseline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the read requests can benefit from the write latency reduction, the overall read latency can also be shortened.  The results show that Tiered-ReRAM can reduce read latency by 26.1% on average compared to baseline.



Simulation Results 
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• Reduce energy consumption by 35.6% compared to baseline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Owing to the memory access latency reduction and CFS technique, Tiered-ReRAM can reduce the energy consumption by 35.6% on average compared to baseline.
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At last, we conclude our work.



• Challenges 
• IR drop issue 
• Iterative program-and-verify procedure

• Tiered-ReRAM
• Tiered-crossbar design → Split each long bitline into the near and far 

segments by an isolation transistor 
• CIDM in the near segments→ Dynamically select the most appropriate IDM 

for each cache line according to the saved space by compression
• CFS in the far segments→ Dynamically select the most appropriate flip 

scheme for each cache line according to the saved space by compression
• Improve system performance by 30.5% and reduce the energy consumption 

by 35.6%

Conclusion 
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In this paper, we propose Tiered-ReRAM architecture to reduce the write latency and energy of TLC crossbar ReRAM resulting from the IR drop issue and iterative program-and-verify procedure. Tiered-ReRAM is composed of three components, namely Tiered-crossbar design, CIDM and CFS. Specifically, based on the observation that the magnitude of IR drops is primarily determined by the long length of bitlines in DSGB crossbar arrays, Tiered-crossbar design splits each long bitline into the near and far segments by an isolation transistor, allowing the near segment to be accessed with decreased latency and energy. Moreover, in the near segments, CIDM dynamically selects the most appropriate IDM for each cache line according to the saved space by compression, which further reduces the write latency and energy with insignificant space overhead. In addition, in the far segments, CFS dynamically selects the most appropriate flip scheme for each cache line, which ensures more high resistance cells written into crossbar arrays and effectively reduces the leakage energy. The experimental results show that, Tiered-ReRAM can improve the system performance by 30.5% and reduce the energy consumption by 35.6% compared to an aggressive baseline.
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Thanks for listening
Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That's all. Thanks for listening.
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